
Performance Accessories (PA) offers the most comprehensive line of affordable vehicle-specific body lift kits on the market for 2WD and 4WD vehicles.  PA body lift kits include 
the highest quality, laser cut, CNC machined steel components, steering extensions, shift extensions, body lift blocks, and bumper brackets. Performance Accessories kits do 
not alter the vehicle’s OEM suspension components, maintaining the vehicle’s high-quality factory ride and preserving the vehicle warranty.

NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT

Performance Accessories is proud to offer our Premium Lift System for 2015-16 Chevy/GMC - Silverado/Sierra 2500/3500 
gas engine pickups. This kit provides an affordable solution for customers who want to run larger tires without compromising 
their vehicle’s factory ride or voiding the factory warranty. Installation allows the use of up to a 35-inch diameter tire.

PLS123 combines the industry’s highest-quality body lift and leveling kits to raise the vehicle 5.5-inches. The lift system 
features nylon-reinforced body blocks, precision laser-cut bumper brackets, coil spring spacers, and a CNC-machined 
steering shaft extension. Leveling components include forged torsion bar keys and shock extensions.  PLS123 also includes 
Gap Guards, wheel-well extensions made of precision molded polyurethane.  Gap Guards conceal internal components 
exposed after lifting the body, enhancing the appearance of the vehicle and protecting the engine compartment from dirt 
and debris. This Premium Lift System is rounded out with the highest quality hardware available.

2015-16 CHEVY-SILVERADO / GMC-SIERRA 2500/3500 
5.5” LIFT KIT  2/4WD GAS

PART NUMBER PLS123

PLS123

• Maintains a superior factory ride
• Preserves factory suspension geometry
• Maintains factory turning radius
• Preserves vehicle driveline angles
• Can be used with OE wheels
• Provides a lower center of gravity as compared

to full-suspensions kits with the same amount
of lift

• Allows Dealers/Jobbers to sell a complete lift
system with wheels and tires to customers
with a limited budget

• Installs in 10 hours
• Components:

Body Lift Kit # 10333
Leveling Kit # CL226PA
Gap Guard Kit # 6547

Proudly manufactured in the U.S.A.

https://www.carid.com/performance-accessories/
https://www.carid.com/suspension-systems.html

